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Schedule

3 hour

Friday

From 6:30 PM to 9:00 PM:  Registration at headquarters (mandatory equipment 

check, waver forms, race instructions distribution, preparation, etc..)

Saturday 

From 7:00AM to 8:30AM: Registration at headquarters (mandatory equipment 

check, waver forms, race instructions distribution, preparation, etc..)

8:30: Map distribution

There will be no pre-race meeting. Teams will be required to view a short video 

that will be available online and screened at headquarters starting at 8:30 a.m. 

The video will provide an overview of the course and important information 

including the procedure to follow when using the Maprun F App.

9:30: Teams are called to the start area. Teams will have to position themselves 

on the queue and will be directed to the starting line in turn to activate the Maprun

F app. There will be no pre-set start time for the teams so it will be 1st come 1st

served. Departure times will be noted by officials in case the App does not work.

All teams must be out by 09:50



Schedule
3 hour

1:15PM: Arrival of last teams and closing of the run.

1:30PM: After race snacks to restore your energy

2:00PM: Closing ceremony (distribution of prizes and medals, draw, slide show of 

pictures taken during the day, acknowledgements, etc..)



Rules
All participants must sign the release sheets and email them to raidpulse.td@gmail.com

by August 30th. You can find the 2 forms (CARA and Raid Pulse) on our website. 

Raid Pulse reserves the right to prevent a participant from taking part in an event, 

whether for medical reasons, missing equipment or other valid reasons.

There are mandatory instructions (security, right of way, etc.) relative to the run:  

participants must respect all instructions literally. For example, if the instructions specify 

participants must take a certain road or go a certain way, participants must not take a 

shortcut. Non-respect of instructions will lead to a penalty up to and including 

disqualification.

Teams will have a passport on which they will have to enter the code for each of the 

checkpoints (in case the Maprun F App would not work).

You cannot change bike during the race, you must complete the race with the same 

bike.

mailto:raidpulse.td@gmail.com


There will be a mandatory gear check during registration before the start.   A 

surprise gear check during the race could be carried out (15 minutes penalty per 

missing item).

Prohibited materiel: 

• personnel maps (other than the ones provided by Raid Pulse). 

• Any form of device that can help you orient yourself.

Other infractions and penalties :

▪Modification of a team during the race (Disqualification)

▪Obtaining outside help during the race (Disqualification)

▪Possession of prohibited material (Disqualification)

▪Not wearing the race jersey (15 minutes time penalty)

▪Damage to the environment (Disqualification)

▪IMPORTANT NOTE: If your team finds a team in difficulty, you are expected to 

help them out. Failure to abide by this rule could lead to disqualification. A time 

credit could be awarded to the team that stopped to help.

Rules



Rules

The race director reserves the right to modify the run during the event by adding or 

taking away some sections.

Raid Pulse provides complete maps including control points integrated into the map. 

There will be a cut off time to reach a pre-determined control point before the start; 

for example: you must reach CP7 before 15:00. Teams who get there after the cut 

off time will not have access to some CP’s. These cut-off times will be indicated on 

the race instructions but may change during the event. 

There will be some advanced runs for teams which always want a little more. There 

will also be cut off times for the advanced sections and could change during the 

race.



Rules

You must respect and follow road map instructions (if it is written, you must do it).

Teams have 3 hours to complete the course or as many CPs as possible. 

Teams that have not crossed the finish line before the allotted time of 3 hours will 

have a 10 points penalty per minute late. 

If there is a tie in points, time will determine the ranking.

It is mandatory to do each CP’s in their designated section.

There is no restriction concerning the amount of CP’s completed to have access to 

the advanced section cp’s. All CP’s are unique and the only thing necessary is to 

make the cut-off times, for example : A team could complete half of the regular 

course CP’s and still have access to the advanced CP’s if they make the cut-off 

times.

Team members must always wear their race jersey . The race jersey must be worn 

above all clothing with team number in front and must always be visible.



Categories

Solo: male or female

Teams: (2 members) must be together at all times. (Maximum distance 

between team members is 10 meters).

Team Male (2 members)

Team Female (2 members)

Team Co-ed (2 members with a member of the opposite sex)

Nautical section:

Solo = must use a kayak

Team of 2 = must use a canoe

*Medals ceremony: Categories that have less than 5 teams will not be 

included in the medals ceremony. If this situation happens, we will advise 

teams in advance and give them the choice to switch category. 



Gear list

Mandatory at all time for the team:

❑ A smartphone with integrated GPS function

*Installation of the App ‘’Maprun F’’ (No internet data is required for the use of the 

App).

A portable charging battery for your phone (battery pack)

❑ Dry bag or case for your phone

❑ Compass

❑ 1 Black Permanent marker (Sharpie)

❑ Map bag

❑ First aid kit

Transition area only (per team)

1 bags for transportation of team’s equipment, food/hydration and clothes. Plastic bins 

or boxe are not accepted.

Mandatory at all time for all individual:

❑ Race jersey (provided)

❑Water container (min. 1 L capacity).

Equipment



Equipment
Nutrition + Hydration (recommended)

❑We strongly recommend bringing food and energy drinks (Gatorade, Nuun

or equivalent). Teams are responsible for their hydration during the event 

using the transition bags.

❑ Suggestions: energy bars, nuts, gels, fruits, small snacks...

Nautical section

❑ Teams and solo can bring their own boat.

❑ Raid Pulse can provide canoes and/or kayak for the event. Rental available 

including transportation, life jacket and paddles (regular canoe paddles will 

be provided with the canoe). *Limited quantity, make reservation via the 

registration form.

❑ Kayak paddles are allowed for teams.



Equipment Mountain biking section only (per person):

❑ Mountain bike (cyclocross bike, gravel bike, hybrid or 

equivalent accepted)

❑ Certified safety helmet

❑ 1 spare tube

Mountain biking section only (per team):

❑ Allen key set

❑ Tire pump

❑ Tire levers

❑ Chain repair tool (recommended)


